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Lesson 7
DYNAMICS
FORTE = f

PIANO = p

(Loud)

(Soft)

CRESCENDO = <

DIMINUENDO = >

(Getting loud)

(Getting soft)

EXERCISE 1
Listen to each piece of music. Each piece will be played three times.
The first time you hear each piece, draw the symbols which represent the dynamics you hear.
Draw them in the section marked “Rough Work”. Make sure to draw them in the order you hear
them.
The second time you hear each piece, check the symbols you have drawn and rearrange them
if you need to.
The third time you hear each piece, draw the symbols in the section marked “Answer”.






PRACTICE RUN
ROUGH W ORK

ANSWER

(Hint : 3)

1

ROUGH W ORK

ANSWER

(Hint : 3)

2

ROUGH W ORK

ANSWER

(Hint : 3)

3

ROUGH W ORK

ANSWER

(Hint : 5)
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EXERCISE 2

JOHN WILLIAMS (1932-

)

John Williams was born in Floral Park, New York on February 8th, 1932. In
1948 he moved, with his family, to Los Angeles, California. There he attended
North Hollywood High School and later UCLA. In 1952, Williams was drafted and
entered the United States Air Force, where he conducted and arranged music for
Air Force bands. When discharged in 1954, he returned to New York. There, he
went to Julliard, a prestigious college for musicians. He studied piano there. In
New York, he worked as a jazz pianist.
s
m
a
i
Williams later returned to Los Angeles, where he started working in the film
l
Wil
studios. There he worked as an orchestrator with some of the finest film score
composers of that time. He also lent his talents as a studio pianist, performing in
scores by composers such as Jerry Goldsmith and Elmer Bernstein. He began his career composing TV
scores for series including “Lost in Space” (CD 9 Track 1) and “The Time Tunnel”.
In the early 1970s, he established himself as a composer for big-budget disaster films such as
“The Towering Inferno” and “Earthquake”. In 1974, Williams was approached by a young Steven
Spielberg to write music for his debut film, “The Sugarland Express”. They re-teamed for the director’s
second film “Jaws” (CD 9 Track 2). This eventually led to Williams composing for the “Star Wars” movies.
He is one of the most widely recognised composer of film scores. As of 2006, he has received no less
than 45 Academy Award nominations, an achievement surpassed only by Walt Disney.
Williams is best known for heroic, rousing music to adventure and fictional films. These include
some of the best known and loved films of all time such as: “Star Wars”, “Superman”, “Jaws”, “E.T. the
Extra-Terrestrial”, “Raiders of the Lost Ark” (CD 9 Track 3), “Jurassic Park” and the first three “Harry
Potter” movies.
His rich and highly popular 1977 score to the first “Star Wars” film was selected in 2005 by the
American Film Institute as the greatest American movie score of all time. In that list of 25, he had “Star
Wars” and two others. So far, five of his film scores have won Oscars.
His long career has also included many sensitive dramatic scores such as “Schindler’s List” and
“Saving Private Ryan”. As you may know, the opening sequence from the film “Saving Private Ryan”,
starring Tom Hanks, was shot in Ireland. It was shot on Curracloe beach which is in Co. Wexford. A lot
of the extras which were used in the opening scene were in fact Irish. He also wrote the scores for the
movies “Munich” and “Memoirs of a Geisha”.
Williams has received two Emmy Awards, seven BAFTAs, eighteen Grammy Awards and has
been inducted into the American Classical Music Hall of Fame and the Hollywood Bowl Hall of Fame. In
2004 he received a Kennedy Centre Honour. He also won a Classical Brit award in 2005. On January
16th, 2006, Williams won a Golden Globe, his fourth, for his score in “Memoirs of a Geisha”.
The following list contains some of the films for which John Williams wrote the score and/or songs:




















“Fiddler on the Roof” (1971)
“The Towering Inferno” (1974)
“Jaws” (1975)
“Star Wars” (1977)
“Close Encounters of the Third Kind” (1977)
“Superman” (1978)
“Dracula” (1979)
“Star Wars Episode V: The Empire Strikes
Back” (1980)
“Raiders of the Lost Ark” (1981)
“E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial” (1982)
“Star Wars Episode VI: Return of the Jedi” (1983)
“Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom” (1984)
“Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade” (1989)
“Home Alone” (1990)
“Hook” (1991)
“JFK” (1991)
“Far and Away” (1992)
“Jurassic Park” (1993)
“Schindler’s List” (1993)
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“The Lost World: Jurassic Park” (1997)
“Saving Private Ryan” (1998)
“Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom
Menace” (1999)
“Angela’s Ashes” (1999)
“The Patriot” (2000)
“Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” (2001)
“Star Wars Episode II: Attack of the
Clones” (2002)
“Minority Report” (2002)
“Harry Potter and the Chamber of
Secrets” (2002)
“Harry Potter and the Prisoner of
Azkaban” (2004)
“Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the
Sith” (2005)
“War of the Worlds” (2005)
“Memoirs of a Geisha” (2005)
“Munich” (2005)

QUESTIONS
Q. 1. What year and where was John Williams born?................................................................................
……………………………………………………………………………..…………………..…………………………………

Q. 2. In what year was Williams drafted into the Unites States Air Force and what was his job?..............
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………..…………

Q. 3. Williams composed TV scores for series in the early part of his career. Name two of these.
1)………………………………………………………..2)…………………………….…………………………..
Q. 4. In the early 1970s, Williams composed scores for big-budget disaster films. Name two of these.
1)…………………………………………….. ………..2)……………...………………………………………….
Q. 5. What was the name of the first film both Williams and Steven Spielberg worked on together?........
…………………………………...………………..………………………………………………………………………….
……………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………………..…

Q. 6. How many Academy Award nominations has Williams received? . ………………………..………....
………………………………………………………………….………………………………………………………….……..

Q. 7. The score to which film was selected in 2005 as the greatest American movie score of all time?...
…………………………….……………………………………………………..…………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………..…………………………………………..…………

Q. 8. So far, how many of his film scores have won Oscars?....................................................................
……………………………………………………………..…………………..……………………………………….………..

Q. 9. The film score for “Saving Private Ryan” was composed by Williams. What connection does this
film have with Ireland?……………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…………..
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...

Q. 10. There is a list containing some of the films for which John Williams wrote the score and/or
songs. From this list, write down the films you have seen. Then chose the one which was your favourite
and say why. If you have not seen any of these films, then chose a different film which you consider to
be your favourite and say why. ……………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

SCORE / OBSERVATION:
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Lesson 12
EXERCISE 1
Listen to each piece of music.
Put a tick beside the instrument which is playing the melody.

1

2
BASSOON

HARP

CELLO

VIOLA

HORN

CLARINET

FLUTE

TUBA

3

4

5

PIANO

VIOLIN

HARP

VIOLAS

BASSOON

KETTLE DRUMS /
TIMPANI

TRUMPET

TROMBONE

TROMBONES

KETTLE DRUMS /
TIMPANI

DOUBLE BASS

BASSOON

TUBA

FLUTES
CELLO

MELODY
EXAMPLE
Look closely at each of the notes in the melody written below.
Make sure that the correct letters have been written in the correct spaces.
STEP = ST

SKIP = SK

REPEAT = RP

LEAP = LP

Contour line

ST

LP

ST

LP

ST

ST

ST

SK ST

ST

ST

SK ST ST

ST ST

ST

RP

SK

ST ST

LP
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SK

ST

ST

RP

ST

SK ST

ST

SK ST

ST

SK

ST

ST

ST

ST

RP

ST

ST

SK RP RP

ST

EXERCISE 2
Look at each of the melodies written below.
Please write the appropriate abbreviations in the spaces provided showing you understand how the
notes in the melody have moved.
Also, draw a contour line above each melody.
STEP = ST

SKIP = SK

REPEAT = RP

LEAP = LP

1

2

3

EXERCISE 3
For numbers one and two, look at and listen to each of the melodies.
Draw a contour line over each of these two melodies.
Then from the selection of three contour lines given, chose the one which matches the melody.

1

A
B
C

55

2

A
B
C
For numbers three, four and five there will be no melody line written in front of you.
You will have to rely on your listening skills for these exercises.
As before, there are three contour lines given.
You need to listen to the melody which is played and then chose the contour line which matches
what you have heard.

3

A
B
C

4

A
B
C

5

A
B
C
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EXERCISE 4
Compose your own melody.
There are eight bars to be completed.
Make up a rhythm using the symbols you have learned.
Your melody needs to be in 4/4 time as indicated on the staff below.
There are no sharps or flats in the section marked key signature meaning you need to compose
your melody in the key of C. (This means “d” is on middle C)
When you are finished writing your melody, try to play it on a keyboard.
KEY SIGNATURE

TIME SIGNATURE

SCORE / OBSERVATION:
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Lesson 19
SECTION 1 - THE HISTORY OF MUSIC
Medieval Music
400-1450










FAMOUS MEDIEVAL
COMPOSERS

Leonin

Perotin

The first great centre of music was to be found
in the churches. In medieval times the church
was very important in the lives of people and
as a result the music of the church was also
very important. Medieval music was mostly
created in monasteries by monks and priests.
Sacred music was called plainsong. This was
a single, unaccompanied melody with words in
the Latin language. Most of the music from this
time is known as Gregorian Chant (CD 9 Track
14). It was named after Pope Gregory I (590604), who organised for these plainsong
chants to be published and sent to churches all
over Europe.
Secular music is the title given to the music
which was being played outside the churches.
(CD 9 Track 15) Like plainsong, secular songs
were simple and only had one melody. This
was known as monophonic music. They were
usually faster then sacred songs and used the
common language instead of Latin.
Instruments of this time were simple and
consisted of ones such as the lyre, psaltery
and a medieval fiddle known as a vielle.
Keyboard instruments included the organ and
percussion instruments would have included
small drums and small bells.
As life progressed people began to experiment
a little more with music. Towards the end of
these medieval times, polyphony (CD 9 Track 16)
was used in music. This means that there
would be more than one melody played at the
same time. No one melody would be more
important than another. This development in
music meant that composers became more
creative.

MEDIEVAL CLOTHES

Renaissance Music
1450-1600




FAMOUS RENAISSANCE
COMPOSERS

Josquin des
Prez

Giovanni
Palestrina





RENAISSANCE CLOTHES

78

Names such as Columbus, Galileo, Leonardo
da Vinci, Michelangelo and Shakespeare are
all associated with the years of the
Renaissance period. The Renaissance saw the
rise of the middle class. The wealth no longer
only belonged to the nobility. People moved to
the cities and spent more time seeing plays
and concerts. Music was a part of a good
education. Sheet music was being printed and
was now available to everyone. By 1600,
popular music of the day was available across
Europe and the middle class learned to play
instruments such as the recorder, lute and
guitar. Composers of music focused more on
music for the people rather than music for the
church.
Sacred music moved on from the plainsong.
The simple two-line polyphony expanded to
four different parts of equal importance. This
became known as a motet. As time went on
music became ornamented (highly
decorated). Motets became more elaborate.
There were more voices included and they got
longer. (CD 9 Track 17)
Madrigals, songs for small groups of voices
without instruments, were the most popular
type of non religious music. These madrigals
were usually about love. They were sung at
weddings and feasts. (CD 9 Track 18)
During the renaissance, composers also began
writing polyphonic pieces for instruments. They
were often written purely for the purpose of
accompanying ballroom dancing or to entertain
nobility. Recorders and lutes were two of the
most common instruments. (CD 9 Track 19)

Medieval

Renaissance

Baroque

Classical

Romantic

Modern

1920s-1940s

1950s-1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000

